Pressure-volume (P-V) curves and total lung capacity (TLC) were measured in excised lung of mice using a water manometer and a closed system in which the humidity and temperature were controlled. In pathogen-free mice there are no significant differences in elastic properties of these lungs in relation to their age. The measured TLC in those normal mice was approximately 2·9 mt. This relatively simple apparatus which allows one to make sensitive and accurate measurements of pulmonary function in mice and other small animals.
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Animals with induced lung disease are often used as models for human pulmonary disorders (Snider et al., 1978; . To assess fully the disease state it is often necessary to carry out pulmonary physiology studies, especially with diseases such as emphysema and pulmonary fibrosis. Small rodents provide a convenient animal model. Because of the limitation imposed by the small size of the lung and the requirement for sensitive instrumentation to measure small lung volumes, measurements of lung function in small rodents have in the past been difficult to obtain. The present study describes a simple apparatus that can be easily constructed and used ·Present address: Lung and Allergy Institute, Ichi10vMedical Center, 6 Weizman Street, Tel-Aviv 64239, Israel Received 27 June 1988; accepted 24 January 1990 to measure with excellent accuracy the pressurevolume (P-V) curves under static conditions in excised mouse lungs.
Materials and methods

Experimental procedure
Twelve BALB/c pathogen-free male mice from the National Jewish Center animal care facilities, 7-24 weeks old (mean 12 week) were used. They weighed between 17 and 22 g (mean 20). Thirty minutes before the procedure the mice were given 250 units heparin intraperitoneally, then anaesthetized with 50 mg sodium pentobarbital using the same route for administration.
A tracheostomy was performed and the mice endotracheally intubated with a polyethylene cannula which fitted tightly over a 20 gauge needle. Then the cannula was advanced to within 3 mm of the carina, and secured with a 3/0 suture. To produce absorption atelectasis, the mice were allowed to breathe 100070 oxygen for 5 min. While breathing the pure oxygen, a bilateral pneumothorax was produced by opening the abdominal cavity and cutting the diaphragm. At the completion of oxygenation, the trachea was clamped and the oxygen remaining in the lung allowed to be absorbed by the blood. The mice were then exsanguinated by cutting the vena cava and aorta. The lung with attached trachea was then removed from the rib cage and placed into a 100 ml cylinder that was sealed with a rubber stopper containing three glass tubes ( Fig.  1) . One of the tubes was connected to a V-tube water manometer containing a green dye and detergent. The second tube was connected to the tracheal cannula which allowed the lung airways to communicate with the ambient air. The third tube was connected to a calibrated syringe that was used to produce negative pressure in the cylinder in order to inflate the lungs and positive pressure to deflate the lungs. The base of the chamber was filled with 3 ml normal saline to maintain humidity in that system. This whole chamber was immersed in a large flash containing water at 30°C.
Measurement of pressure-volume curves
Since volume changes in the lung were exceedingly small and measurement could be affected by the dead space of the apparatus, changes in lung volume were determined indirectly. The compliance of the entire measurement system (i.e. that of the gas and the manometer) was determined by recording the pressure change (LlP I ) associated with each millilitre of volume change d VI in the system when the trachea was clamped to ambient air. The relationship of the system and the lung was then determined with the trachea open to the atmosphere. By subtracting the volume change associated with the system compliance from the volume change of the system and the lung, the corrected P-V curve of the lung was obtained. Thus and for each 1 ml withdrawn 329 then the change in lung volume;
In our system, with the lungs closed to the atmosphere, the change in pressure associated with removal of each 1 ml of air was constant. The removal of each 1 ml of air from the cylinder when the tracheal tube was clamped resulted in a drop in pressure of 4 cm H 2 0. Thus, if a change in volume of 1 ml with the trachea open to the atmosphere produced a change in pressure of 3 cm H 2 0 then;
Inspiratory lung volume changes were determined by removing increments of volume from the chamber with and without the lungs connected to atmosphere, and the deflation curve was determined in the reverse manner, that is, the volume air returned to the cylinder was gradually increased. The plateau lung volume was defined as total lung capacity (TLC). Three consecutive full inflation -deflation cycles were recorded in each mouse to achieve a volume history and then the deflation P-V characteristics of the lung were assessed and recorded. Between each inflationdeflation cycle a negative pressure ( -60 cm H20) was introduced to the system for 30 s. Since each cycle was started with equal column level in the manometer, the difference of this level was considered as due to trapped air and calculated as described above. To find out whether with this indirect technique we measure exactly the air within the lung (TLC), to the tube opened to ambient air was connected an oiled glass 5 ml syringe while the lungs were deflated and the volume displaced was recorded and compared to that measured as described above. The record in 50 or 60070 of TLC was used to determine the compliance. 
Results
Discussion
In this report we described a relatively simple, inexpensive apparatus to accurately measure the TLC and compliance in excised lungs from small rodents. A similar apparatus could be constructed to measure TLC and compliance in larger rodents. Newman, and coworkers have used equipment which inflates the lung directly through the trachea (Newman et al., 1984) . However, this method requires a predetermination of the pressure and therefore gives only an estimate of the TLC (Newman et al., 1984; Sullivan & Mortola, 1986) . It also precludes the possibility of amplification of the system. Furthermore, other reports have failed to take into account the humidity and temperature (Inoue et al., 1982) , two factors which have been described to induce stiffening in the lung (Napao et al., 1977) . A major obstacle in reproducibility of results during deflation could be the trapping of air within the lung. Frazer and coworker have shown that gas trapping is caused by the formation of menisci across the airways as lungs are deflated (Frazer et al., 1979) . These menisci do not allow alveolar gas to communicate freely with tracheal gas and represent a functional form of airway closure (Frazer & Franz, 1981) . Subsequently, Frazer and Weber have reported that when the lungs were inflated rapidly and deflated 20 times slower, little air remained in the lungs compared to when the lungs were inflated slowly and deflated slowly (Frazer & Weber, 1976) . We have adopted this procedure to decrease the amount of trapped air. Furthermore, by using a degassing technique (Stengel et al., 1980) which is feasible only in a closed system such as the one described, the trapped air was minimal. Moreover, since every millilitre of change in pressure represents about 40 mm of water displacement, this method has the added advantage of amplification without the use of electronic devices. Fig. 2 . After a pressure of 19 cm H 2 0 was achieved a rapid rise in lung volume occurred and reached a plateau between 25-30 cm H 2 0. This plateau represents the TLC. The TLC usually was determined after the first inflation-deflation cycle since there was a decline in measured lung volume with each subsequent cycle due to air trapping. Each ventilatory cycle was followed by a degassing procedure that resulted in reduction but not in the complete abolition of the trapped air (data not shown). In 6 of the lungs the inflation-deflation curve was performed completely, while in 6 other mice the lungs underwent rapid inflation at the rate of 20 ml/min and held at that volume for a 6 min stress adaptation period between inflation and deflation. The results for the calculated TLC and the per cent of trapped air are shown in Table 1 . Regardless of the inflation method, the TLC were equivalent (P < O'05) while there was a significant
